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Ins ection Summar

Ins ection durin the eriod Se tember 17 - October 5 1990 (Re ort Nos.
an

Areas Ins ected: A routine unannounced regional inspection of activities
re atlng to maintenance, design changes and modifications in Units 1 and 2.
Inspection procedures 30703, 37700, 37828 and 62703 were used as guidance
during this inspection.

Results:

General Conclusions and S ecific Findin s

Some maintenance procedures reviewed were not comprehensive, since they
did not contain tightening/torquing instructions for fasteners, a
detailed tool list normally required for work in a radiation area, and
lacked specific instructions for clarification and/or control of specific
work activities.

Some maintenance activities reviewed did not appear to follow the
procedure instructions, or document required and important data, as a
result of procedure weaknesses. Acceptable work appeared to depend on
the experience of the contractor or maintenance personnel performing the
work, instead of detailed work instructions/procedures.

Accurate identification and marking of fire doors is still a current
problem.
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Si nificant Safet Matters: None

Summar of Violations or Deviations: =-. None

0 en Items Summar : There was one new open item identified, in

'

paragraph 2.A.





DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
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D. Townsend, Vice President, Diablo Canyon Operations 8 Plant. Manager
B. Miklush, Assistant Plant.,Manager, .Operations Services,.;
J.. Angus, Assistant Plant Manager, Technical Services
W. Giffin, Assistant Plant Manager, Maintenance Services
G. Crockett, Assistant Plant Manager, Support Services "qz
D. Barkhuff, guality Control Manager
A.,Bennet, Mechanical Maintenance Manager ...
Nugent, Regulatory Compliance
S. Bard, Work Planning Manager
A. Shoulders, Onsite Project Engineering Group Manager
M. Toison, gA guality Support Supervisor
W, Karner, gA guality Support Engineer
M. Manninga, Mechanical Maintenance Engineer
H. Salazar, Mechanical Maintenance Foreman
A. Loconte, OSRG

"Denotes those attending the exit interview September 21, 1990.

The inspector also held discussions with other licensee and contractor
personnel during the course of the inspection.

2. Monthl Maintenance Observation 62703)

By direct observation and record review of the available maintenance
activities identified below, the following was identified:

A. Unit 1, Spent Fuel Pump 1-2, Repair of Oil Leak, Work Order (WO) No.
C0074112.

During reassembly of the impeller assembly and backcover frame
assembly to the pump casing, per instructions in procedure No.
MP M-13.6, Revision 0, "Spent Fuel Pool Pump 1-2 8 2-2 (Hayward
Tyler) Disassembly, Repair and Reassembly", the following
discrepancies were identified:

, I'i

(1) Procedure Step 7.3.2.3 stated, "secure the frame support
(5331) to the frame only." There was no torque value or
other guidance identified for tightening this fastener.
The fastener was tightened< using what the craftsman
termed 'good shop practice , to an undetermined italue
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(2) Procedure Step 7.3.2.6 stated, "secure frame support to
baseplate." There was no torque value or other guidance
identified for tightening these fasteners. The fasteners
were tightened, using what the craftsman termed 'good shop

. practice'o an undetermined value.

Rather than stopping to obtain resolution, maintenance
personnel appeared to proceed, in the face of uncertainty,





with the installation frame support fasteners, without
specific written instructions for tightening or torquing
the subject fasteners.

(3) As a result of clearance problems with the inboard bearing
frame cover (5204), the torquing of the frame backover
capscrews (5321) could not be accomp]ished with available
hand tools. Maintenance personnel had to wait in a low
radiation area, until additional hand tools were, brought
to the job site. The additional tools supplied, both a
straight and an offset crows foot, were used

with'ifficultyto torque the applicable capscrews, '-.. „;.'...;.

(4) Several times during the pump reassembly work, maintenance
personnel searched the job tool tote box for the correct
size standard wrench, and could not find one. When the
correct size standard wrench was not found, maintenance
personnel used an adjustable wrench for tightening
capscrews, bolts, nuts and piping makeup nuts.

(5) During alignment of the driver (electric motor) to pump,
there were no permanently installed jacking bolts
installed on the baseplate/motor assembly to minimize the
time spent in a radiation area performing this alignment
work.

(6) When the Mechanical Maintenance Foreman performed
procedure step 7.4.2, to 'report off'he clearance, he
was notified that there was no record of reporting on the
clearance. The clearance had been issued and tags
installed, but not recorded as 'reported on'.

During followup of the six discrepancies/procedure weaknesses
identified above, the following was identified:

(1) Tor ue Values For Frame Su ort (5331) Fasteners.

The Mechanical Maintenance Procedure No. MP H-54. 1,
Revision 5, "Bolt Torquing", identified in step
7.1. 1, b., "the torque value shall be specified by
the work planning center. for all safety related work
or other cases where a Work Order (W/0) «is provided."

Mechanical maintenance procedure HP-13.6 did not
identify torque values or other guidance for
tightening the subject fasteners.

The applicable W/0 provided a note after Step 12, on
~age 6 of work order activity number 03, that stated,
'Use Torque Values provided in the vendor's manual
for reassembly." The copy of the vendor's manual,
from the Hayward Tyler Company, in the work package
did not provide torque values or other guidance for
the subject fasteners. Similar fasteners for bolting





the pump and electric motor to the baseplate had
torque values identified. The licensee acknowledged
the inspector position that since there was a work

. order and a 'specific mechanical maintenance procedure
issued for this work, torque values or other guidance
should have been provided for the subject;fasteners.
The licensee identified that,,torque .values for this
type of fastener installation're not normally "'
provided. After,reviewing .this concern; the.,l,ic'ensee
indicated that guidance for, tightening these
fasteners will be identified, and included in either
procedure HP.H-13. 6 or future work orders. . As .of,,
October 5, '1990 the licensee noted that the vendor
was asked to identify if. the subject frame support
fastener connections were considered non-critical,
regarding torque requirements. The Hayward Tyler
Company advised that they would review drawings and
advise the licensee of their findings.

(2) Use Of Pro er Tools For Efficient Work In
a a sa son rea.

Under Section 5, "Prerequisites" in procedure No. HP
H-13.6, Step 5.5.1 stated, "Necessary replacement
parts and hand tools available." The procedure did
not identify what or the number of hand tools that
should be available prior to starting work.

Normally, to maintain radiation exposure of
maintenance personnel As Low As Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA), for component work in a radiation area, an
efficient maintenance program will provide a specific
work procedure for disassembly, repair and reassembly
work. These special procedures normally contain a
detailed list of tools required to perform the work.

This tool list ensures the work is accomplished with
the most efficient and proper sized tools, and
minimizes standby time in a radiation area .waiting
for additional tooling to be located and brought 'to
the job site.

During discussions, Mechanical Maintenance Department
Management personnel identified the following:

(a)

(b)

The Mechanical Maintenance Department emphasizes
using the correct tool for each maintenance .activity,
such as standard size wrenches instead of adjustable
wrenches.

There should be adequate tools, roll away tool boxes,
thin wall sockets, and wrenches that can be ground or
manufactured for special applications, to ensure the
correct tool is available for each job.





(c) There should be no reason for using adjustable
wrenches on safety related equipment in a radiation
area during normal maintenance activities.

(d) Under section 5.0, "prerequisites", of procedure No.
MP M-13.6, Note 2 stated, "If during the performance

- of this procedure, areas .o7 improvement,,or~needs .for
clarification are discovered, be certain -to bring
these matters to the attention of the. maintenance
foreman/engineer." .In accordance with this, note,".-the
licensee stated the items identified by the'NRC
Inspector, .such as torque values...tools,"'jacking,,=
bolts, etc., will be reviewed and address'ed'by the

" appropriate licensee personnel. -The licen'see'-could
not identify why these items had not been identified
before, by their own personnel, since these~pumps
have been worked several times per this procedure.

(3) Installation of Jackin Bolts on Base Plate/
ec rica o or ssem y.

Normally a baseplate/electric motor installation of the
size installed on this pump, for ALARA reasons, would have
jacking bolts installed to minimize shaft/coupling
alignment time in a radiation area. The licensee
acknowledged that the installation of jacking bolts would
minimize the time to perform this alignment work, and has
initiated a request for installation of jacking bolts,

(4) Re ortin on a Clearance.

Licensee Nuclear Plant Administrative Procedure No. NPAP
C-G, Revision 7, "Clearance Request/Job Assignment, stated
in-.step 5. 1.8, "Reporting on a clearance may be done by
callin~ the clearance coordinator." Step 4.4, stated in
part, The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) is normally the
Clearance Coordinator on the back shifts." During
observation of this pump work, a back shift foreman
identified that he had called the control, room on a swing
shift and identified that he was starting work on the
assigned clearance. Since none of the procedures required
a Mechanical Maintenance Department signature-fo'r „'><",
reporting on a clearance, there is no record of the swing
shift foreman's notification to the control room.. Per
discussions with Control Room Operation personnel; the
following was identified:

'I tp14 P

This was not the first time .they have issued a.
clearance for work on plant equipment wherein the
actual work has started without documentation of
going 'on the clearance'.

From a point of safety, once a clearance is issued,
the equipment is considered unavailable for





operation/service until the clearance has been closed
out with the proper sign-offs.

The licensee identified that they were reviewing the
actions taken on this clearance,. to determine what actions
could be taken to prevent recurrence of a similar event.

9

.The actions taken by the licensee on these six identified
discrepancies/procedure weaknesses shall be reviewed during a
future inspection. This item will be carried as an open-item
(50-275/90-24-1).

Unit 2, 10X Steam Dump Valve No. MS-2-PCV-21, Seat Leakage
Correction, Work Order (WO) No. C0072165.

This WO provided instructions for disassembly, inspection and repair
of the valve, to correct an identified seat leakage. The work
package, repair parts (Trim sets) and work in progress were
reviewed. During valve disassembly eight flange studs could not be
removed. The studs were cut'ff flush with the flange, and drilled
out. It took several shifts to drill the studs out. Observed
drilling operations were performed with right hand driven magnetic
baseplate drills and right hand ground drill bits. In similar stud
removal operations at other facilities, the inspector noted that
stud removal drilling had been performed with left hand ground drill
bits and left hand driven drills.
Drilling with a left hand ground drill in the counter clockwise
direction, will sometimes break a stud loose with minimum hole
thread damage. The licensee acknowledged this option is sometimes
successful, but identified that they normally used it in the

shop,'atherthan in the field. In this case, the licensee stated their
experience with these subject flanges did not indicate the use of
left hand bits and drills would provide any advantage in stud
removal. There were no discrepancies or errors identified during
this work observation.

Unit 2, Ventilation Fan No. 2-23-H-BF-S33, Fan Shaft Inspection,
Mork Order (WO) No. C0072736.

This WO performed an inspection of the auxiliary building supply
fan, S-33, shaft for fretting/cracks. The licensee personnel
performing this work appeared to have all the required documents,
tools, and equipment available at the job site. There were no
discrepancies or errors identified during this work observation.

Unit 2, Feedwater Check Valve No. FM-2-372, Installation Of
Temporary Leak Repair Clamp, Mork Order (MO) C0075986.

This three inch Borg-Warner check valve was found leaking at the
Bonnett Pressure Seal Ring, during an April 1990 walk-down
inspection, This valve had been previously repaired and inspected
Narch 8, 1990. The valve cap nuts were torqued and there was no
apparent change in the leak rate. This valve design had a history





of problems, and this valve has been scheduled to be replaced at a
later date with a different design valve, when plant conditions
permit. The installation of the temporary leak repair clamp and
injection of a sealant were, scheduled to be accomplished per the MO,
design change package DC-2-P-46547, and Leak Repair (L/R) Inc.
procedures NP-2115 and NP-2133.

During observation of the clamp .installation work," the following
discrepancies and procedure weaknesses were identified:

Il

Page 03 of the MO contained a .note that stated, "Do not exceed
= the volume limit of step ¹10 on the L/R checklist without" 'approval from the mechanical maintenance'oreman."'" "A review of
*the signed off; completed L/R checklist'in the work package,
identified that a volume limit was not entered in the
applicable blank space. The licensee- took action to enter the

'dentified 7.0 cubic inch Before Compression (B.C.) volume
1 imit.

Step 3B on page 04 of the MO stated, "Limit amount of sealant
to 7.0 cubic )nches." Exception 2 on sheet 12 of licensee's
Design Change Notice (DCN) No. 2-SP-46547, Revision No. 1,
stated, "Limit amount of sealant to 7.0 cubic inches before
compression (B.C.)." Sheet 1 of the specific clamp drawing for
clamp No. 51525, dated April 16, 1982,,identified a clamp
sealant volume of 7 cubic inches B.C.. The licensee identified
that the sealant material had a compression ration of 1.5. It
appeared that the amount of sealant to be injected was to be
measured B.C., but this fact was not correctly identified as
being measured B.C. in all locations of the applicable
documents (L/R checklist, MO, etc). During performance of
actual sealant injection, a hand pumped injection gun with a
load tube capacity of approximately 15 cubic inches, was loaded
three times and injected into the installed leak repair clamp.
This injection operation did not provide i'ndication of
completely filling the installed clamp. The injection crew
secured work and identified that the injection gun was only
filled half-way or less, each time the gun was loaded and,
therefore, only approximately ll cubic inches of sealant was
injected into the clamp. Since there was no actual measurement
of the B.C. volume of the sealant material loaded into the gun,
'the licensee used the injection crews's estimate. Because of

., the discrepancy between the volume of sealant injected and the
identified expected volume of 7 cubic inches B.C., injection
work was secured. Action Request (A/R) No. A 0203856 was
initiated September 20, 1990, to determine what actual volume
of sealant is required to fill the clamp. Later the licensee
identified that the original expected pre-compression volume of
7 cubic inches of sealant was revised. A revised calculation
of the clamp identified a clamp void area, between the valve
body and inside surfaces of the clamp, of approximately 45 to
50 cubic inches. The actual volume of sealant injected was
approximately 63 cubic inches B.C., per injection crew s
estimate, The licensee identified that they normally do not
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review the contractor sealant volume calculations, but will
take actions to preclude further similar occurrences. The
licensee identified the contractor would revise the 1982
drawing volume data.

o'".0'
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Steps 3B through 3D on page 04 of the WO, had sign off. blanks
for signatures of completion of work activities,.but the work
activities were not identified in the actual order the work"was

„. performed. The licensee identified that this area would be
addressed in the review being performed of existing"proc'edures,
for issue of new revisions.

I

he licensee and L/R procedures contained the minimum"ambunt of
nformation and did not appear to require verification and/or

documentation of some basic information. It appeared the
licensee was depending on the expertise of the injection
personnel for an acceptable sealant injection, rather than the
issued instructions/procedures. As an example, one of the main
concerns during the sealant injection, is that the sealant
injection pressure does not exceed a predetermined value that
would allow injection of sealant into the check valve/piping
system. The term "main lining" is used „L/R to describe
injection of sealant into a component or system. Step 3A on
page 04 of the WO stated, "Naximum injection pressure is to be
835 PSIG plus static gun." The static pressure of the gun for
the first sealant load was approximately 1500 psig, but this
value was not documented in the procedures. The 1500 PSIG gun
static pressure value was added to the 835 PSIG pressure value,
and a conservative maximum injection pressure of approximately
2100 PSIG was s'elected, but not documented in the procedures.
The viscosity of the following two sealant loads was quite a
bit less, but the static gun pressure was not measured and
recorded. The procedures did not require verification or
documentation of actual system pressures at the time of sealant
injections. When injection personnel were questioned about
whether they were injecting against 40 PSIG or 800 PSIG plus
system pressure, they did not know. Injection personnel
identified that, based on experience, they could tell from the
pressure required to operate the hand pump on the injection gun

~ if they were injecting into the valve/system, and they were
not. The licensee identified that these procedures were being
reviewed for a revision, and this area will be reviewed and
changed as required.

0 Step 30 on page 04 of the WO stated, "stake or double nut all
threads". This requirement was added by the licensee; the
contractor's procedures did not require any similar action.
The question here was, when was this action required to be
performed, prior to, or after sealant injection. In this
example, the injection crew did not perform this thread locking
operation after torquing and prior to starting injection. When
questioned on the subject, the crew stated double nuts would be
installed after an acceptable injection was obtained. It
appears this step was added here, since this was a safety
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related component. The licensee identified that the procedures
used for leak repair installations were being reviewed for
future changes, and this thread locking operation would be
reviewed and cl,arified as required.

It appears additional licensee review of contractor procedures and
work practices-is required to prevent recurrence of similar,,events.
The licensee has taken action or identified actions that wi,ll be
taken to address -the above, identified procedure weaknesses and
discrepancies. The personn'el involved in the observed temporary.
leak repair installation work appeared to be knowledgeable'and had
enough experience to perform acceptable work with the existing .
procedures.

) +40

Fire Doors
P1

The inspector found Door No. 521 partially open, not fully closed
and-latched, on four out of six trips through the door at different
times during the day. Fire doors are normally required to be .closed
and latched at all times, unless open for passage of personnel
and/or equipment. The door was identified on the outside as, "Fire
Door, Keep Closed", but there was no similar,identification on the
inside of the door. Also, the door was not identified with a door
number. Other doors in the units were also found without the same
markings on both sides, and/or missing a door identification number
tag or label. The licensee initiated repair actions for Door No.
521. Discussions with the licensee identified the following:

In 1988 the licensee identified that to establish a maintenance .
program for doors, the door schedules had to be updated.
Action Request (A/R) number A 0134600 was issued on December
12, 1988, to implement design change package (DCP) A-45341.
This DCP was issued to update the door schedules and to reflect
"As Built" conditions of all doors in the power block
buildings, including the intake structure.

On January 18, 1990 A/R Number A 0176399 was issued to upgrade
the fire protection drawings. The architectural door schedule
drawings and the fire protection drawings did not agree in all
cases.

On April 19, 1990 A/R number A 0188973 was issued to correct
the Plant Information Management System (PINS) data base
information on certain doors or to revise the fire protection
drawings, in order to continue performing maintenance on
certain power block fire doors.

Because of disagreements between drawings and PIMS information,
the doors in the units have been misidentified, and marked
incorrectly in some cases, over the last few years. Once DCP
A-45341 is signed out, and the drawings and other information
systems updated, the licensee identified that they would
perform a door survey of all power block and intake structure
doors. Once the door survey information is available,





instructions shall be issued to ensure all applicable doors are
correctly identified per this latest information.

The licensee had issued mechanical maintenance procedure
HP-56. 11, "Door Maintenance", January 30, 1990, to provide
instructions and requirements for performing maintenance," .

activities on personnel. access, doors.

The inspector reviewed procedure HP.M-56. 11 and identified .the
'ollowing:

„The procedure did not.require maintenance personnel..to ensure
'the doors they were performing maintenance on were properly -.

''. marked with a door number (label, tag,:etc.) and 'fire'"door <,

information, where applicable.
I'he

licensee did not have any other procedure/program in effect
that would verify door identification numbers and fire
protection markings.

In discussions with the licensee, they acknowledge that it appeared
that it would be useful to have maintenance personnel verify that
doors being worked on have acceptable door identification numbers
and applicable fire protection markings. The licensee identified
that this item would be reviewed and the procedure revised as
required.

No violations or deviations were identified in the areas reviewed.

3. ~Ei M ti
The inspector met with licensee management representatives denoted in
paragraph 1 on September 21, 1990. The scope of the inspection and the
inspector's finding up to the time of'he meeting were discussed. At
this meeting the inspector identified that he had obtained some
infor'mation and requested additional information be sent to the regional
office. The additional information was reviewed later in the region and
the findings included in paragraph 2 of this report.
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